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Coastrunner

MCA Workboat Code Category 2 (60 miles from a safe haven)

Dimensions: 15.25m x 4.85m x 2.5m draft
Builders: Scheepswerf Schouten Holland
Main engine: GM 12v71, 415hp @ 1800 rpm
Prop: Fixed 3 blade 1.45m propeller in Kort steering nozzle thru 5:1 twin disk gearbox and a 50hp bow thruster
Speed: Approx 10kts
Bollard pull: 6.25t certified
Deck: Pushbow, towing post & hook
Tank capacity: 4,500ltrs diesel fuel, 750ltrs fresh water
Navigation: GPS chartplotter, GMDSS VHF, radar, depthsounder
Generator: 10.5Kva Lister, 240vac/110vac
Accommodation: Basic overnight accommodation for 2 crew
Passengers: 12 + 2 crew
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